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Setting up a business is like riding a roller coaster without a
safety harness. It’s a tough call, growing a business into a
successful enterprise; it requires leadership skills, critical
thinking and perseverance. Running a business is both
exhilarating and scary at the same time. During the bad
times, you cannot do much except to just push forward.

You Should Know



Stages of Business Growth

Stage One:   Genesis

Stage Two:   Survival

Stage Three:  Success

Stage Four:   Expansion

Stage Five:   Maturity



FUNDING



“The critical ingredient is getting off your butt and doing 
something. It’s as simple as that. A lot of people have 
ideas, but there are few who decide to do something 
about them now. Not tomorrow. Not next week. But 

today. The true entrepreneur is a doer, not a dreamer.” –
Nolan Bushnell, Entrepreneur

Be Aware



Diversifying your sources of financing allows your 
business to better weather potentials downturns and it 

will also improve your chances of getting the appropriate 
financing to meet your specific needs.

Be Aware



Showing that you’ve sought and used various financing 
alternatives demonstrates to lenders that you are a 

proactive entrepreneur

Be Aware



TYPES AND SOURCES OF FUNDING



Personal Investment

When starting a business, your first investor 
should be yourself- either your own cash or 
with collateral on your assets.

Love Money

Money loaned or gifted by a spouse, parent, family, 
friends etc. Investors and bankers considers this as 
“patient capital” which is money that will be repaid 
later as your business profits increase.

Venture Capital

Venture Capital is not necessarily for all 
entrepreneurs.
Venture capitalists are looking for technology driven businesses 
and companies with high growth potentials in sectors such as 
information technology, communications and biotechnology

Angels

Generally wealthy individuals or retired 
executives who invest directly in small firms 
owned by others

Types and sources



Business Incubators

Business incubators (or accelerators) 
generally focus on high-tech sector by 
providing support for new businesses in 
various stages of development

Bank Loans

Bank loans are the commonly used source 
of financing for small and medium-sized 
businesses. s

Government Grants and Subsidies

Government  agencies provides financing 
such as grants and subsidies that maybe 
available to your business.

Types and Sources



Criteria used in giving
grants and subsidies

A detailed project description

An explanation of the benefits of your 
project

A detailed work plan with full costs

Details of relevant experience and 
background of key managers

Completed application form when 
appropriate.



Most reviewers would assess
Your proposal based on:

Significance 

Approach

Innovation

Assessment of expertise

Need for the grant



Some problem areas where
Candidates fails to get grants 

Includes:

The research/work is not relevant

Ineligible geographic location

Applicants fails to communicate the 
relevance of their idea

The proposal does not provide a strong 
rationale

The research plan is unfocused

There is an unrealistic amount of work

Funds are not matched



Thank you



PITCHING



A business pitch is a presentation by
one or more people to an investor or
group of investors, though it can also
be an email, letter, or even impromptu
conversation.



A pitch deck is a brief presentation, often created
using PowerPoint, Keynote or Prezi, used to
provide your audience with a quick overview of
your business plan..

The Pitch Deck



SLIDES OF A PITCH DECK
1. INTRODUCTION

Who are you and why you're here? 
Keep it short and sweet

3. PROBLEM
What problem are you trying to solve? 

Is it really a problem?

4. ADVANTAGES
What makes your solution special? 
How are you different from others?

5. SOLUTION
Describe how are you planning to solve the problem.

6. PRODUCT
How does your product or service actually work?

Show some examples.

12, CONTACT
Leave your contact details and 

let people know how to reach you quickly.

11. INVESTING
What is your planned budget? 

What kind of money are you looking for?

10. BUSINESS MODEL
How are you planning to make money? 

Show a schedule when you expect revenues to pour in

9. COMPETITION
What are the alternative solutions to the

problem you are trying to solve?

8. MARKET
Know, or at least attempt to predict, 

the size of your target market. 7. TRACTION
Traction means having a measurable set of 
customers that serves to prove a potential.

2. TEAM
Show the people behind the idea and

briefly describe their role.



The three keys to powerful 
Pitch decks that get funded are:

Clear and Simple

Compelling 

Easy to act on



The  Elevator Pitch 



THANK YOU


